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A Remark on Convexity Theorems for Fourier Series

By Kenji YANO
Department of Mathematics, Nara Women’s University, Nara

(Comm. by Z. SU:ETUNk, M.J.k., June 12, 1962)

In the previous paper [1], we have proved a number of con-
vexity theorems concerning Fourier series. In the present paper, we
shall improve some of them replacing either of the conditions by one-
sided one.

Let (t) be an even function integrable in (0, z) in Lebesgue
sense, periodic of period 2, and let

1({:)(t)’’’-a0+ .=1
an COS ’&t,

and

@o(t)--(t) @(t)-- 1 f’(t-u)o-’(u)gu (>0).
I()o

The (C, fl) sum of the Fourier series of (t) at t-0 is

s--A-{1ao+A_a_,A:s==0
(--oo <fl< oo),

where Sn-- S, A0-- 1 and

A= (flq-1)(fl--2)... (fl+n) (n>__l).
n!

In what follows we understand that t-0 means t>0 and t->0.
Now, Theorems 2, 4, 5, and 6 in the paper [1] can be improved

as follows.
THEOREM 2’. Let O<__b,Ofl--b<=--c and Ic--bll. If as t->O,

1 I)(u)[du-o(t+)

and

ft( (u) --(u))du--O(t ),

then we have

s--o(nq), q--b+(r--c) --b,
as n-->oo, for c<r<T’, where

r’--inf(r, (b+l)r--(fl+l)c).--c+b--
COROLLARY 2. 1’. Let Ofl and 01. If (1) holds, and (t)

=O(t-), then
s=o(n), -al(-+a).

THEOREM 4’. Let --l<__fl, O<=c and O<Tq-l--c-<fl+l--b,
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EbT < (fl+ 1)(c-- 1)].

(2)

and

then we have

If as n-

s o(nr/ 1)
9-’0

(Is- -s )-O(n),

r(t)--o(t), q--b+(r--c) +l-b,-- l--c
as t-O, for cry--l.

COROLLARY 4. 1’. Let 031 and --(1--)fl. If (2) holds,
and an-OL(n-(-)), then

(t)-o(t), a--a(fl+ l)/(fl--T+).
THEOREM 5’. Let O<=b and O<fl--b<__T--c, [(b--1)T<c(fl--1)].

if

and

then we have

q(t)--o(tr) as t-O,

2

(18c-ll--SC-l)--O(nb as n-c,

r(t)--o(tq), q--c+(r--b)
fl--b’

as t-0, for brfl.
COROLLARY 5’. Let 031 and

--OL(n-1-)), then

THEOREM
<(b+ 1)T]. If

and

O(t)--o(t),
Let O<=c,O--c<=--b and

s o(n as n-

5 (I q(u) l--c(u))du-O(t/) as t->O,

If (3) holds, and a

b--c[<l, [c(+l)

then we have

s--o(n), q--c+(r--b) y--c

as n-->, for
COROLLARY 6’. Let Oyfl and 01. If (4) holds, and (t)

=O(t-), then
,--o(n), -/(-+).

Proof of Theorem 6’. Using the number y’ such as y’--c-fl--b
the assumptions imply

y’ 0 and s-- o(n’).
So, by a theorem of Izumi [2, i.e. Corollary 4.2 in [1, we have
,++(t)-o(t++), sO. Consequently
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6 q/(t)--o(t/)
holds for every k>--b+l. On the other hand, the condition (5)
implies for 0 t =< to

<= At+

A being an absolute constant, and then
7 +(t+u)--+(t)--AtTM, O<ut.
From (6) and (7) we have O+(t)-O(t+) by Theorem 8 in [1, and
so (5) yields

o(t

he result follows from (4) and (8). Cf. heorem 6 and Lemmas 8 and
a’ in 1.

The roofs of Theorems 2’, ’, and g’ are similar.
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